The third annual Lab Olympics were held on May 3rd featuring the various Psychology Department labs. Since Dr. Wiley’s team won the 2012 Lab Olympics, his lab, the Social Change and Collective Identity lab, was in charge of planning this year’s Olympics.
Teams competed in a dress-up race!

Another featured event was the dizzy-bat race!
The teams put their stomachs to the test in the Jell-O-eating contest!
In addition to an egg hunt, there was a tie-breaker potato sack race to determine the winner!
In the end, the Attitudes and Social Cognition Lab came out on top, winning the 2013 Lab Olympics! Congratulations! They have won the honor of putting together the 2014 Lab Olympics!

The Attitudes and Social Cognition Lab also won Best Costume!

Participants in the Attitudes and Social Cognition Lab were:

Amy Sachs
Nick Wance
Chris David
Ashley Long
Cliff Weekes
Rebecca van der Horn
Sean Modri
Bryan Furman
Participating Labs:

**Memory and Aging Lab**: Messiest
- Dr. Bireta
- Amy Pearl
- Chelsea Nigro
- Kimberly Newberry
- Megan Young

**Reproductive and Sexual Health Lab**:
- Dr. Barnack-Tavlaris
- Noelle Skrobola
- Jenna Krizan
- Su Fen Lubitz
- Marissa Bryan
- Sarah Hyman
- Taylor Lauricella

**Infant and Child Studies Lab**:
- Dr. Ruddy
- Andrea Cappelluti
- Kristin Martin
- Jennifer Pote
- Michella Vega
Organizational Psychology Lab: Best Fall, Second Place Overall
Dr. Dahling
Amber Loihle
Allie Tumminia
Jerry Coyne
Gordon Sayre
Jill Gaetano
Megan Stefaniak
Sophie Kay
Taylor Lauricella
Zach Fishman
Ursula Librizzi

MISC Lab:
Sophie Kay
Janika Berridge
Chris Kurzum
Kristen Duke

COP Lab:
Dr. Borders
Erika Joel,
Danielle Strobridge,
Fatima Mohammad
Samantha Bobrik
Rachel Calabrese.
Alumni and former lab members:
David Rothman
Hanna Berman.
**Romantic Relationship Research Lab:** Most Enthusiastic

Dr. Feiring
Lesley Clisura
Elizabeth Finke
Jessica Fredircks
Erica Keselman
Christopher Kurzum
Briana Luppino
Elizabeth Maxwell
Christine Petit
Brittany Velardi

**Infant and Child Studies**

Dr. Ruddy
Andrea Cappelluti
Kristin Martin
Jennifer Pote
Michella Vega
PaD Lab (roster):
Dr. Hughes
Amanda King
Adam O'Donnell
Luis Sanchez
Michelle Sanders
Janine Young
Jeni Alo
Gloria Araromi
Lindsay O'Leary
Leo Rodriguez
Shakiera Warren
Courtnee Wright

Emotion Lab (roster): Best Dressed, Third Place Overall
Dr. Kim-Prieto
Noelle Calvello
Kirpa Chohan
Michael Distaso
Joan Estrella
Jennifer Frederick
Catherine Jung
Erika Mohrmann
Michella Vega